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A physical-space version of the stretched-vortex subgrid-stress model is presented and applied to
large-eddy simulations of incompressible flows. This version estimates the subgrid-kinetic energy
required for evaluation of the subgrid-stress tensor using local second-order structure-function
information of the resolved velocity field at separations of order the local cell size. A relation
between the structure function and the energy spectrum is derived using the kinematic assumptions
of the stretched-vortex model for locally homogeneous anisotropic turbulence. Results of large-eddy
simulations using this model are compared to experimental and direct numerical simulation data.
Comparisons are shown for the decay of kinetic energy and energy spectra of decaying isotropic
turbulence and for mean velocities, root-mean-square velocity fluctuations and turbulence-kinetic
energy balances of channel flow at three different Reynolds numbers. © 2000 American Institute
of Physics. @S1070-6631~00!00207-5#I. INTRODUCTION
Large-eddy simulation ~LES! was introduced as an ap-
proach to surmount some of the obstacles to the prediction of
turbulent flows by direct numerical simulation ~DNS!. The
DNS of the Navier–Stokes equations for fully turbulent
flows at large Reynolds numbers requires resolution capabili-
ties outside the range of computers in the present and the
foreseeable future. In LES, scales at wave numbers smaller
than some cutoff, say k5kc (k is the wave number!, are
computed directly while the subgrid scales and their princi-
pal physical effect on these large or resolved scales, that of
providing an energy sink via energy cascade to the
dissipation-range scales, are represented by subgrid-stress
~SGS! models. The underlying assumption is that these sub-
grid scales do not depend strongly on the particular geometry
of the flow and that therefore models applicable to a wide
range of flows can be developed. The main issue in SGS
modeling is the formulation of a tractable but physically re-
alistic description of the dynamical interaction between the
resolved scales and the subgrid scales. The latter may be
termed the ‘‘fine scales’’ of the turbulence. For present pur-
poses they may be taken to extend from somewhere within
the inertial range ~at large Reynolds numbers! down to the
Kolmogorov scale h5(n3/e)1/4 where n is the viscosity and
e the local dissipation.
Subgrid-stress models must be robust across many dif-
ferent types of flow including free and wall-bounded turbu-
lence, transition flows, separated flows and bluff body flows,
and should in principle be free of flow-dependent adjustable
parameters. They must be capable of operating efficiently
and accurately at spatial resolutions very substantially less
than those required for full DNS and with numerical methods
that can be applied to flows with complex boundary condi-1811070-6631/2000/12(7)/1810/16/$17.00
Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject totions. Most importantly, models should provide a rational
framework for extension to mixing flows including the trans-
port of passive and active scalars, combusting flows and
strongly compressible flows. There are many different ap-
proaches to this task—see Refs. 1 and 2 for reviews. The
eddy-viscosity ansatz is the earliest and remains the most
widely used basis for SGS modeling. Smagorinsky’s model
for the eddy-viscosity, originally developed for atmospheric
turbulence, has been applied extensively to engineering ap-
plications. The formulation with a fixed model constant has
well-known shortcomings for wall-bounded flow and this has
been largely superseded by dynamic procedures to determine
the Smagorinsky constant based on double filtering.3,4 Some
mathematical inconsistencies which arise in the dynamical
formulation can be resolved by casting the problem in varia-
tional form, resulting in the dynamic localization model.5 In
applications, simplified solutions to the difficulties arising in
the dynamic procedure are widely used, for example plane
averaging in homogeneous directions3 or approximate
localization.6
A related class of SGS models are the spectral eddy-
viscosity models.7,8 This approach was extended to operate
in physical space through the first use of velocity structure
functions7 as a substitute for the spectral information re-
quired to estimate the eddy viscosity. For use in large-eddy
simulations,9,10 this model has been combined with addi-
tional filtering or a switch, which selectively turns the eddy
viscosity on and off.1
A different approach was proposed by Leonard,11,12
based on retaining the first term~s! of a formal series which
expresses the result of filtering a product of two quantities
solely in terms of products of the gradients of filtered quan-
tities, thereby theoretically providing an exact closure for the0 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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gradient model. As described in Ref. 12, special regulariza-
tion techniques ~e.g., using particle methods! may have to be
used in the numerical methods implementing this model. Al-
ternatively the gradient model could be included in mixed
models, for example with an eddy-viscosity term, as in the
nonlinear model of Kosovic´.13 A related idea, namely to in-
vert the filtering operation, augmented by a procedure to
generate a range of subgrid scales on a finer mesh, leads to
the subgrid-scale estimation model,14 which was originally
developed in spectral space, but can also be applied in physi-
cal space.15,16 The present paper describes continuing work
on a different class of models, the so-called stretched-vortex
SGS models.
We will consider incompressible, constant-density flow.
The usual starting point for LES are the resolved-scale
Navier–Stokes equations
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where U˜ i is a resolved-scale velocity field and t i j is the
subgrid-stress ~SGS! tensor, which represents the effect of
subgrid scales on the resolved flow. Equations ~1! and ~2!
can be derived formally by applying a filtering operator to
the full Navier–Stokes equations.11 This filtering operation
to obtain the resolved-scale velocity field cannot be per-
formed explicitly in actual LES. Instead, the resolved field is
the result of the numerical integration of Eqs. ~1! and ~2!
using a given numerical method on a grid with a given reso-
lution whose smallest scale is much larger than the smallest
turbulence scale. This requires a model which expresses t i j
as a functional of the resolved-scale velocity field U˜ i . This is
the SGS model.
One approach to the construction of SGS models is to
apply certain formal properties of the filtering operation3,17
to all physical quantities appearing in ~2!. Presently we fol-
low a different path by considering a model which is moti-
vated by vortex/structure-based descriptions of the fine
scales of turbulence. Our aim is to construct a local model
which approximates the effect of the subgrid motion on the
resolved scales in a physical way. We will not attempt to
either interpret or to analyze this model using elements of the
filtering operation. Further, our goal is to obtain estimates for
the low-order statistics of a full turbulent field which can be
compared directly to results of unfiltered DNS or experimen-
tal measurement. This will usually involve an estimate of
subgrid contributions to turbulence transport properties.
There will be exceptions to this, which will be noted in the
sequel. In summary, we seek to calculate the turbulence it-
self, for which the component filtered to the resolution of the
numerical method may be dominant but is not complete. In
this sense our approach might be described as highly under
resolved turbulence simulation ~HURTS!. We will attempt to
follow the same approach in analyzing the turbulence trans-
port budget.Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toOur model development is based on kinematics of ho-
mogeneous anisotropic turbulence generated by simple vor-
tex structures. The resulting stretched-vortex SGS model in
its present form for incompressible flows is described in Sec.
II. In Sec. II A, previous work on this model is briefly re-
viewed, and the new developments for a physical-space ver-
sion are presented in Sec. II B. Some comments on numerical
methods and model implementation are made in Sec. III. The
results of the large-eddy simulations, in which the new
model has been tested, are presented in Sec. IV.
II. A PHYSICAL-SPACE VERSION OF THE
STRETCHED-VORTEX SUBGRID-STRESS MODEL
A. Review of the stretched-vortex model
A class of vortex-based models for the subgrid-stress
tensor has been proposed by Pullin and Saffman18 ~hence-
forth denoted by PS!. Locally straight and nearly axisymmet-
ric vortex structures are used to model the small-scale vor-
ticity. These subgrid elements are vortices in the sense that
they provide subgrid motion only in a plane normal to the
vortex axis. Finite-length effects of these ‘‘vortices’’ are ig-
nored, as is any possible axial motion in the vortex cores.
The proposed subgrid structure is extremely simple. When
combined with the stretching strain provided by the local
resolved flow, it may nevertheless contain sufficient of the
cascade physics to provide a viable model of the transfer
from resolved to subgrid scales.
Based on this model assumption, PS derive a kinematic
result for the two-point velocity correlation tensor for homo-
geneous anisotropic turbulence. Assuming local homogene-
ity for the unresolved scales in a large-eddy simulation, this
result can be used to model t i j of ~2! as
t i j52E
kc
‘
E~k !dk^EpiZpqEq j& , ~3!
where kc is the cutoff wave number, E(k) is the subgrid-
energy spectrum, Ei j is the transformation matrix from
vortex-fixed to laboratory axes, and Zi j is a diagonal matrix
with diagonal elements ( 12, 12,0). Equation ~3! is the starting
point for the stretched-vortex SGS model for LES. The angle
brackets in ~3! denote the expectation of a function f (Ei j)
averaged over the orientations of the vortex structures. The
orientation is described by the probability density function
~pdf! P(a ,b) of the Euler angles a and b , which represent
the transformation from the vortex-fixed axes to the labora-
tory axes. The orientation average is then given by
^ f ~Ei j!&5
1
4pE0
pE
0
2p
f ~Ei j!P~a ,b!sin a da db . ~4!
It is assumed that P does not depend on the third Euler angle,
the spin angle g about the vortex axis. This does not limit the
internal vorticity distribution of the vortex structures to axi-
symmetric cases. Equation ~3! holds for an arbitrary vorticity
distribution in an individual structure following averaging
over g , when g is uniformly distributed in 0<g<2p .
Knowledge of the internal vorticity distribution beyond the
assumptions stated above is not required in this model. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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two more steps are necessary. First, the pdf of the Euler
angles P(a ,b) needs to be determined, and second, an esti-
mate for the subgrid-kinetic energy
K[E
kc
‘
E~k !dk ~5!
is required. Misra and Pullin,19 henceforth referred to as MP,
used a pdf given by the product of delta functions or a linear
combination of such products of delta functions of the type
P~a ,b!5
4p
sin a d~a2u!d~b2f!, ~6!
where u(x,t), f(x,t) are particular Euler angles. Defining
the unit vector ev of the vortex axis with components
e1
v5sin u cos f , e2
v5sin u sin f , e3
v5cos u , ~7!
Eq. ~3! can then be written in the form
t i j5K~d i j2ei
ve j
v!. ~8!
Misra and Pullin19,20 tested several particular models for
P(a ,b) including alignment with eigenvectors of the re-
solved rate-of-strain tensor, alignment with the resolved vor-
ticity vector and a model in which the vortex alignment re-
sponded kinematically to the time-varying velocity-gradient
tensor of the resolved field. Of these, the simplest model
assumes that a single subgrid vortex aligns, with weighted
probability, with the eigenvectors corresponding to the maxi-
mum extensional and intermediate eigenvalues of the re-
solved rate-of-strain tensor.
To estimate K, MP assume a Kolmogorov form of E(k)
with a sharp viscous cutoff
E~k !5K 0e2/3k25/3, kc,k,Jh21
50, k.Jh21, ~9!
where K0 is the Kolmogorov prefactor, h5(n3/e)1/4 is the
‘‘local’’ Kolmogorov length, and J is a cutoff parameter. The
concept of a local Kolmogorov length and accordingly a lo-
cal dissipation e has to be understood in the LES context: A
gridcell in a large-eddy simulation will typically be large
compared to the smallest scales in turbulence, and therefore
the turbulent motions in one grid cell can be viewed as their
own realization or statistical sample of turbulence, which can
be described ~approximately! by its own statistical quantities.
We also emphasize that for stretched-vortex models of the
fine scales, E(k) depends only on the internal structure of the
vorticity and is independent of P.18 This somewhat surpris-
ing result can be understood physically using the well-known
relation for homogeneous nonisotropic turbulence, E(k)
5Ev(k)/(2 k2), where Ev is the vorticity spectrum. It is
clear that for a field with straight, parallel vortex lines
~present rectilinear vortex model!, the trace of the two-point
vorticity correlation tensor must be independent of the orien-
tation of these lines. It then follows that Ev(k), and hence
E(k) must be independent of the vortex orientation. Thus
there is no assumption of local isotropy and therefore no
inconsistency in combining a Kolmogorov spectrum with lo-
cal anisotropy. Alternatives to the sharp dissipation cutoff ofDownloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to~9! would be to assume that each subgrid vortex is of the
~nearly axisymmetric! stretched-spiral form, and to replace
~9! with the Lundgren21 spectrum, or to use an exponential
cutoff near kh51 as suggested by DNS22 and experiment.23
The sharp cutoff is chosen for simplicity. The quantity J is a
model parameter. A cutoff at the Kolmogorov scale kch
51 (J51) is preferred on physical grounds but there is
some analytical simplification if one lets J→‘ .
Equation ~9! contains as unknowns e and K0 . MP esti-
mated these by first using the assumption of a local balance
between the total dissipation e on one side and the sum of
the resolved-scale dissipation and the subgrid ‘‘dissipation’’
«sgs on the other side
e52nS˜ i jS˜ i j1«sgs , «sgs[2S˜ i jt i j52KS˜ i j~d i j2ei
ve j
v!.
~10!
More precisely, «sgs represents the production of subgrid-
kinetic energy by the interaction between the resolved rate-
of-strain tensor and the subgrid stresses, and its transfer from
resolved to subgrid scales. In using ~10! it is implicitly as-
sumed that this energy is dissipated within the local subgrid
motion, and is not transferred elsewhere. This is consistent
with an algebraic, zero-equation SGS model. In their dy-
namic version of the stretched-vortex model, MP used ~10!
and a continuity condition between resolved and subgrid
spectra to obtain a ~global! system of equations which could
be solved for e at each gridpoint and a global K0 , thus
allowing the SGS tensor to be computed from the resolved-
scale quantities. For channel flow this matching was done,
with appropriate kinematics, in planes defined by the two
directions of flow homogeneity. This required the solution of
coupled systems of equations for the e field.
B. Localized estimation of the subgrid-kinetic energy
in physical space
In the following, we describe a version of the stretched-
vortex model that uses only local information. This version
does not require the knowledge of a resolved-scale energy
spectrum, nor the solution of a coupled system of equations,
and works entirely in physical space ~as opposed to Fourier-
transform space!. The vortex orientation ev is determined in
the usual way, in the present work by using alignment mod-
els of the form given by ~6!. But the subgrid-kinetic energy,
the other quantity required to evaluate the model equation for
the SGS tensor t i j , is estimated in a new way.
1. Structure-function relation for the stretched-vortex
model with delta-function pdf
The present version makes use of the relation between
the energy spectrum in Fourier space and the second-order
structure functions in physical space ~see, e.g., Batchelor24!.
The use of second-order structure functions for the estima-
tion of SGS parameters in LES was first reported by Me´tais
and Lesieur,7 who used the relation for isotropic turbulence.
We now derive a structure-function relation based on the
kinematics of the stretched-vortex model. The starting point
is an expression for the diagonal components of the one-
dimensional spectrum tensor Q i j(k3), Eqs. ~49!, ~50!, and AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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~6!, and performing the integration over the Euler angles a ,
b yield:
Q11~k3!1Q22~k3!1Q33~k3!
5
2
pEuk3 /sin uu
‘
E~k!S k22 k32
sin2 u D
21/2 dk
sin u . ~11!
In ~11!, k3 is the three-axis wave number and u , as in ~7!, is
the angle between the three-axis ~laboratory frame! and the
~local! orientation of the subgrid-vortex structure. Applying
an inverse Fourier transform to the last equation, we obtain
the trace of the velocity correlation tensor Ri j(0,0,r3) for a
separation r3 in the three-direction of the coordinate system
R111R221R335
2
pEk352‘
‘ E
k5uk3 /sin uu
‘
E~k!
3S k22 k32
sin2 u D
21/2 dk
sin u e
ik3r dk3 .
~12!
After interchanging the order of integration, the integral over
k3 can be evaluated analytically, and one obtains (r[r3)
R111R221R3352E
0
‘
E~k!J0~rk sin u!dk , ~13!
where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind. Next we use
that, with Ri j5UiUˆ j, where Ui and Uˆ i are velocity compo-
nents at points with coordinates x and xˆ5x1re3 , respec-
tively, and where the overline is a volume average, we can
write
R111R221R335U1
21U2
21U3
22 12 @~Uˆ 12U1!2
1~Uˆ 22U2!21~Uˆ 32U3!2#
52E
0
‘
E~k !dk2 12uUˆ 2Uu2. ~14!
Combining ~13! and ~14! we obtain a structure-function re-
lation for the stretched-vortex model with delta-function pdf
as
F2~r;x![uUˆ ÀUu254E
0
‘
E~k !@12J0~rk sin u!#dk .
~15!
We remark that for homogeneous anisotropic turbulence, F2
is a function of the separation r only. In the present SGS
modeling application we will use ~15! in a local approxima-
tion at different points on the resolved-flow grid, and we
retain the parametric dependence on x.
To apply ~15! to LES, we split the structure function of
the full velocity field F2(r;x) into a resolved-scale contribu-
tion F˜ 2(r;x)5uUˆ 2U˜ u2 and a subgrid contribution F2,sg(r;x)
F2~r;x!5F˜ 2~r;x!1F2,sg~r;x!. ~16!Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toThe structure-function relation can be used to express
F2,sg(r;x) in terms of the energy spectrum:
F2~r;x!5F˜ 2~r;x!14E
kc
‘
E~k !@12J0~rk sin u!#dk .
~17!
Substituting this in Eq. ~15! and collecting the two integral
terms into one, we obtain
F˜ 2~r;x!54E
0
kc
E~k !@12J0~rk sin u!#dk . ~18!
We recall that this relation was derived using the velocity
correlation tensor for a separation r5(0,0,r3). But for any
vector r we can always choose a coordinate system such that
the three-axis is aligned with r. The angle u always repre-
sents the angle between r and the vortex orientation ev .
2. Model equation for K 0e2Õ3 using a circular average
Equation ~18! serves as our basis for estimation of SGS
parameters by use of a local average over suitable directions
of r at each gridpoint x. This is done presently by averaging
F˜ 2(r;x) over a circle of radius r5uru ~which will depend on
the local meshwidth of the computational grid! lying in a
plane with normal nˆ , such that r joins the circle center to a
point on its perimeter. A sketch of the geometry is provided
in Fig. 1. This is subsequently referred to as a circular aver-
age. It was chosen because it is applicable equally well to
both free and wall-bounded flows, and is used for all LES
reported presently. We remark that a spherical average could
be used for free turbulent flows but is not suitable for near-
wall flows, owing to the large shear combined with the sup-
pression of turbulence in the sublayer. The spherical average
of ~18! is given in Appendix A where it is demonstrated that
the well-known structure-function relation for isotropic tur-
bulence is recovered.
Using the circular average, denoted by superscript c, we
obtain
F˜ 2
c~r;x!5
2
pEf50
2p E
k50
kc
E~k !
3@12J0~krA12sin2 c cos2 f!#dk df . ~19!
FIG. 1. Sketch of the geometry used in the circular average of the structure-
function relation for the stretched-vortex model. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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5sin c cos f, where cos c5evnˆ , i.e., c is the angle between
ev and nˆ . The angle f is the polar angle, over which the
average is taken.
3. Closure of the model
In order to make use of the last equation, we need to
assume a functional form for E(k). We use the same Kol-
mogorov spectrum with sharp viscous cutoff as in Eq. ~9!.Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toWe note that in this case the spectrum is applied over the
range 0<k<kc . But only the integral over the spectrum
enters into the model, and therefore a more detailed descrip-
tion of the energy spectrum is not expected to be necessary
for the purposes of this model. We also note that conver-
gence of the integral at the lower limit, i.e., k→0, is guaran-
teed since 12J0(x)5o(x2) for x→0. Substituting ~9! into
~19! and changing the integration variable to s5kD , where
D is the length scale at the cutoff, i.e., kc5p/D , we can
solve for the unknown factor K 0e2/3K 0e2/35
pF˜ 2
c~r;x!
2D2/3*f50
2p * s50
p s25/3@12J0~s ~r/D!A12sin2 c cos2 f!#ds df
. ~20!In ~20!, r and D are related to the local mesh size of the
~possibly nonuniform! computational grid ~see Sec. III C!.
All other quantities on the right-hand side can be estimated
from the resolved-scale velocity field. The integral in the
denominator is a function of r/D and c . An approximate
analytical form is given in Appendix B. Methods for an ef-
fective implementation of ~20! in large-eddy simulations are
discussed in Sec. III C.
Equation ~20! only applies for kc,Jh21 owing to the
viscous cutoff in the model energy spectrum, Eq. ~9!. ~We
recall that h is understood as a ‘‘local,’’ gridcell Kolmog-
orov scale in LES.! In the model implementation, the cases
kc,Jh21 and kc.Jh21 have to be distinguished unless a
simplified form of the spectrum with a k25/3 range extending
to infinity is used, J→‘ . This latter choice simplifies the
model significantly. In this limit Eq. ~20! is valid every-
where. The group K 0e2/3 is obtained from Eq. ~20!, and then
the ~estimated! subgrid-kinetic energy follows from ~9! as
K5 32 K 0e2/3kc22/3 . ~21!
All quantities in Eq. ~8! are known, and the SGS tensor t i j
can be computed.
4. Formulation for finite J
The model equations can also be closed for finite J but
the complexity of the resulting model version is somewhat
increased compared to the J→‘ version. The local balance
equation ~10! is used. The subgrid-kinetic energy is now
K5
3K 0e2/3
2kc
2/3 F12S kchJ D
2/3G , kc,Jh21
50, kc.Jh21. ~22!
Since the subgrid-kinetic energy vanishes for kc.Jh21, the
SGS tensor will vanish accordingly. If K50 for a grid cell,
this means that locally all the energy is contained in the
resolved scales, i.e., all relevant turbulence scales are re-
solved at that location, and no model contribution is needed.Since h is not known a priori in a cell, we first calculate
the product kch and then test for kch"J . For kch,J , sub-
stituting K from Eq. ~22! into Eq. ~10! yields
e52nS˜ i jS˜ i j2
3K0e2/3
2kc
2/3 F12S kchJ D
2/3G
3S˜ i j~d i j2ei
ve j
v!, kch,J . ~23!
This can be written as
12P1X413P2P3X4F12S XJ D
2/3G50, X,J , ~24!
where
X[kch5kcS n3e D
1/4
, P1[
2S˜ i jS˜ i j
~kc
4n2!
,
~25!
P2[
K 0e2/3
kc
8/3n2
, P3[
S˜ i j~d i j2ei
ve j
v!
~2kc
2n!
.
Note that the group K 0e2/3 is preserved in P2 . The param-
eter P1 is essentially twice the square of the grid-scale Rey-
nolds number. It follows from ~10! and ~25! that P3,0 cor-
responds to transfer from resolved to subgrid scales
~cascade! while P3.0 corresponds to transfer to resolved
scales ~backscatter!. Given K 0e2/3 from ~20!, then ~24! can
be solved for X by Newton’s method at each gridpoint, and it
is not necessary to solve a coupled system for either the
whole domain or along homogeneous flow directions. The
subgrid-kinetic energy and therefore the SGS tensor can then
be computed for X,J . When X.J , the flow is estimated to
be locally resolved (kc.Jh21) and the SGS tensor is set to
zero. We remark that this is a smooth transition at X5J with
no discontinuity in t i j . A brief analysis of ~24! is given in
Appendix C. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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IMPLEMENTATION
A. Decaying isotropic turbulence
The standard numerical method for the simulation of in-
compressible, turbulent flow in a cubic box with periodic
boundary conditions is a pseudo-spectral Fourier–Galerkin
technique.25 The physical-space version of the model was
implemented in the pseudo-spectral code used by Misra and
Pullin.19 In addition, decaying isotropic turbulence has also
been simulated using compact finite differences.26 This
method, though less efficient than the spectral method, was
used to test the new version of the model with a numerical
method operating purely in physical space. The compact fi-
nite difference code employs the internal iterations
technique.27 This method uses operator splitting for the time
advancement of the Navier–Stokes equations, but the pres-
sure correction step is performed iteratively. Otherwise, us-
ing a standard pressure correction step with compact finite
difference discretization would result in a rather complicated
discrete Poisson operator. Instead, a simplified Poisson op-
erator is used, and the resulting error is corrected iteratively.
The iteration variable is a correction to the pressure which
vanishes if the velocity field satisfies the divergence-free
condition. Therefore the residual of the iteration is a direct
indicator of the remaining divergence defect in the velocity
field. In the present implementation, fourth-order compact
finite differences are used in all three space dimensions on a
fully staggered grid.
The pseudo-spectral method is fully de-aliased by the
‘‘3/2’’-technique. No de-aliasing has been applied in the
compact finite difference method. Tests with the compact
finite difference solver for the decaying turbulence case have
been performed both with the divergence form and the skew-
symmetric form of the nonlinear term, but results obtained
with the divergence form were of the same or better quality
than those obtained with the skewsymmetric form ~only re-
sults for the divergence form will be shown!.
B. Channel flow
The code for simulating the flow in a channel ~periodic
boundary conditions in streamwise and spanwise direction!
uses a hybrid polynomial/Fourier–Galerkin method.28 Fou-
rier expansions are used in the two homogeneous directions.
The discretization in the wall-normal direction uses Lagrang-
ian interpolation polynomials on the Gauss–Lobatto–
Legendre ~GLL! points.25 In the coordinate system used for
the channel flow simulation, the streamwise direction is the
x- or one-direction, the spanwise direction is the y- or two-
direction and the wall-normal direction is the z- or three-
direction. The code can be run using either constant mean
pressure gradient or constant flowrate to drive the channel
flow. In every case, the simulations were run until a statisti-
cally steady state was reached as verified by symmetry in the
obtained mean and rms velocity profiles, and by the magni-
tude of the wall-shear stresses. Then the simulation was run
further to collect the statistics for the results shown here.
The skewsymmetric form of the non-linear terms isDownloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toused, but tests have also been performed with additional de-
aliasing methods added to the code: For the homogeneous
directions, the standard ‘‘2/3’’ technique has been applied.
~This method has higher computational overhead, but was
easier to implement for the parallel version of the code than
the ‘‘3/2’’ technique.!
For the polynomial discretization, an analogous de-
aliasing method has been devised and applied: Since the ve-
locity field is known on the GLL points, its discrete
Legendre-polynomial coefficients can be computed. Those
coefficients are then truncated. That is, if polynomials up to
order N are used in the discretization, coefficients of order
greater than M ~with M /N<1! are set to zero. Then the
inverse polynomial transform is performed to recover the
values of the field on the GLL points. This process, by which
the de-aliased values f da(z j) of a discrete function f (z j),
which is given at the GLL points z j , are obtained, is de-
scribed by the equation
f da~z j!5 (
k50
M S 1gk (n50
N
f ~zn!Lk~zn!wnD Lk~z j!, ~26!
where Lk is the kth order Legendre polynomial, g i are known
normalization factors, and wi are the GLL weights, which
are also known. For the present work, M /N52/3 was used.
C. Model implementation
The model implementation is similar for all numerical
methods used, both for decaying isotropic turbulence and
channel flow. As input, the model needs the local U˜ i and
]U˜ i /]x j . The first step is to compute F˜ 2
c
, at each grid point.
This is done by approximating the circular average by an
average over the four neighboring grid points in the plane.
To account for nonuniform grids, we invoke Kolmogorov’s
inertial-range form29 F2;(er)2/3, which also follows from
~9! and ~15! without additional assumptions. This method
was also used by Lesieur and Me´tais.1 For all present LES
the circular average is performed in a plane normal to the
three-direction ~wall-normal for channel flow!, and we ob-
tain
F˜ 2
c5
1
4 (i51,2 F iU˜ ~x!2U˜ ~x1Dxi1ei!i2S rDxi1D
2/3
1iU˜ ~x!2U˜ ~x2Dxi
2ei!i2S r
Dxi
2D 2/3G , ~27!
where Dxi
1 and Dxi
2 are the grid spacing in positive and
negative i-direction, respectively ~for the numerical methods
used in the present work, Dxi
15Dxi
2 for i51,2). The sepa-
ration length for the structure function is set to r
5ADx1Dx2, i.e., the geometric mean of the grid spacings in
the x1 –x2 plane where the structure function is computed.
Next, the orientation of the subgrid-vortex structures is
determined. We assume alignment with eigenvectors of the
resolved rate-of-strain tensor S˜ i j5(]U˜ i /]x j1]U˜ j /]xi)/2.
Given the eigenvectors e˜1 , e˜2 , and e˜3 of S˜ i j , with corre-
sponding eigenvalues l1,l2,l3 , we will use versions of AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
1816 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 7, July 2000 Voelkl, Pullin, and ChanFIG. 2. Decay of ~a! resolved-scale and ~b! total kinetic
energy, Fourier–Galerkin code, - - -: e˜21e˜3 model with
J51; —: e˜3 with J51; -  -: e˜21e˜3 with J→‘; --:
e˜3 with J→‘; symbols: data of Comte-Bellot and
Corrsin ~Ref. 30! filtered for ~a!.the model, where the subgrid structures are assumed to be
aligned with e˜3 only (e˜3 model!, or where a fraction l
[l3 /(ul2u1l3) of the structures is aligned with e˜3 , and the
remainder (12l) with e˜2 (e˜21e˜3model!. These versions,
which use alignment with eigenvectors of S˜ i j only, do not
model backscatter. In Ref. 19, other versions which include
backscatter, e.g., using partial alignment with the resolved-
scale vorticity vector, have been tested. But no significant
improvements in the results of the simulations presented in
the following would be expected by using different align-
ments.
Equation ~20! can now be evaluated using ~27!. The in-
tegral in the denominator of ~20! depends on c and r/D .
Presently an analytical approximation to the integral was
used ~see Appendix B!. An alternative is to use a two-
dimensional table lookup. The angle c is known from the
subgrid-vortex orientation. The ratio r/D is the ratio of the
separation length r used for the structure function and the
cutoff length scale D (kc5p/D). In the present work D
5(Dz11Dz2)/2 is used, i.e., the average of the distances to
the two neighboring points in positive and negative z direc-
tion.
When J→‘ , the SGS kinetic energy can then be ob-
tained immediately from ~21!. For finite J, ~24! needs to be
solved. This can be done efficiently with a Newton solver,
for which an initial value is obtained by an analytical ap-
proximation; see Appendix C for details. When X is known
K can be obtained from ~22! and other quantities including
K0 can be determined. The SGS stress tensor t i j then follows
from ~8!.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Decaying isotropic turbulence
The simulations of decaying isotropic turbulence were
initialized to reproduce the experiments by Comte-Bellot and
Corrsin.30 An initial, divergence-free velocity field was cre-
ated in Fourier space such that its shell-summed energy spec-
trum matches the ~truncated! spectrum given in Ref. 30 for
U‘t/M g542. The phases of these initial Fourier coefficients
are randomly distributed in the interval @0,2p# . The time is
given in the same nondimensionalization as used in Ref. 30,
where U‘510 m/s was the freestream air speed, and M g
55.08 cm was the mesh width of the grid. The simulation
uses internally the scaling U ref5A3U082/2, L ref5L/(2p),Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toand t ref5L ref /U ref , where AU08250.222 m/s is the magni-
tude of the velocity fluctuations at U‘t/M g542, and L
511M g is the size of the computational box. The results of
the simulations are given using this velocity scale, but the
time scale M g /U‘ .
First, we discuss the results obtained using the pseudo-
spectral Galerkin code. All simulations used a resolution of
323 Fourier modes. Simulations have been performed with
J→‘ and J51. The decay of the kinetic energy ~per unit
mass! is shown in Fig. 2. The resolved-scale contribution of
the energy is computed directly from the resolved-scale ve-
locity field, and is shown in Fig. 2~a!. For comparison, the
energy spectra given in Ref. 30 have been truncated to the
resolution of the simulation, so that the experimental data
can be decomposed in resolved-scale and subgrid-scale en-
ergy. The filtered experimental data for the resolved scales
are shown as symbols in Fig. 2~a!. From the SGS model, we
also obtain an estimate for the kinetic energy contained in
the subgrid scales. This is added to the resolved-scale energy
to obtain an estimate for the total kinetic energy, which can
be compared directly to the unfiltered experimental data, see
Fig. 2~b!. At our resolution of 323, some 30% of the total
subgrid energy is contained in the subgrid components mid-
way through the simulation.
The comparison of the energy decay shows that the e˜2
1e˜3 model is slightly less dissipative than the e˜3 model,
which can be explained by the fact that the eigenvector e˜3
corresponds to the direction of maximum stretch. It can also
be seen that the J51 version is less dissipative than the J
→‘ version. The results for the decay of the total energy are
somewhat too low, especially at the early stages of the simu-
lation, which indicates that the model slightly underestimates
the subgrid-kinetic energy. The discrepancies at early simu-
lation times are likely to be attributable to the initial condi-
tions with random phases. At the beginning of each simula-
tion, the high-order correlations first need to develop,
causing an initial transient period. But taking into account
that this is an estimate for the total kinetic energy, the large-
eddy simulations with the physical-space version of the
stretched-vortex model can simulate the decay in satisfactory
agreement with the experimental data.
The shell-summed, three-dimensional energy spectra, in-
cluding the modeled subgrid spectra, are shown in Fig. 3.
The model estimate of the factor K 0e2/3 determines the ver-
tical offset in the subgrid spectrum. This estimate from the AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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times ~including the modeled subgrid spectra! ~a! e˜2
1e˜3 model, ~b! e˜3 model; line patterns as in Fig. 2,
symbols: data from Ref. 30.physical-space version satisfies the continuity requirement
between the resolved and subgrid parts of the spectra to a
satisfactory degree without enforcing this condition explic-
itly as in earlier versions of the model.19 Compared to the
experimental data, the subgrid spectra are somewhat low, in
accordance with the trend observed in the results for the total
kinetic energy, but acceptable as a model estimate. The re-
sults for the resolved-scale spectrum show some differences
depending on the choice of J. The result for the e˜21e˜3 model
with J51 shows satisfactory agreement with the experimen-
tal data, while the spectra for the J→‘ version show that too
much energy is removed from the highest resolved wave
number modes in this version of the model. Since these dif-
ferences occur at higher wave numbers they do not have a
strong influence on the decay of the kinetic energy. The re-
sults also show that the model is only weakly dependent on
the choice of alignment for the subgrid-vortex structure (e˜2
1e˜3 model versus e˜3 model!.
The energy decay from simulations with the compact
finite difference code is shown in Fig. 4. The resolution for
these simulations was 323 gridpoints. According to these re-
sults, the model also performs satisfactorily within a pure
physical-space numerical method. The results for the decay
of the resolved-scale energy are of comparable quality as
those obtained with the spectral method. The total kinetic
energy also shows similar trends: The model estimate for the
subgrid-kinetic energy is somewhat too low, especially for
early times. But this simulation was also able to give a sat-
isfactory estimate for the decay of the total kinetic energy.Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toB. Channel flow
Simulations for the channel flow geometry described in
Sec. III B have been performed for three different Reynolds
numbers. In the first case, the Reynolds number based on the
wall shear velocity was Ret5utd/n5180. The wall shear
velocity is defined as ut[(tW /r)1/2, where tW is the shear
stress at the wall, and r is the density. n is the kinematic
viscosity and d is the channel half-width. This Ret corre-
sponds to Rec’3300, where Rec is the Reynolds number
based on mean centerline velocity ~and channel half-width!.
For the second case, the nominal Reynolds number was
Ret5590 (Rec’12 500), and in the last case, it was Ret
51017 (Rec’22 800).
The parameters for the different simulations performed
are shown in Table I. The column ‘‘LES’’ indicates whether
the model has been turned on (Y ) or off (N) for that par-
ticular case. ~Runs without model, i.e., under resolved simu-
lations, have been performed for comparison.! We also com-
pare cases with and without the de-aliasing described in Sec.
III B. The resolution, i.e. the number of gridpoints, is given
in a way that accounts for the de-aliasing. We call this the
‘‘effective’’ resolution. If no de-aliasing is used, the numbers
given in the table are simply the number of modes used in
the simulation. When the de-aliasing ~using the ‘‘2/3’’
method! is turned on, however, the number of modes used in
the simulation is 50% higher than the numbers given here.
But the upper 1/3 of the modes in the Fourier and polynomial
spectra are set to zero for de-aliasing. The number of modesFIG. 4. Decay of ~a! resolved-scale and ~b! total kinetic
energy, compact finite difference code, ---: e˜21e˜3
model with J51; -  -: e˜21e˜3 model with J→‘ . AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 16 DTABLE I. Important parameters for the channel flow simulations
Domain size Effective Res. Grid spacing
Case Ret Lx /d Ly /d LES De-aliasing Nx83Ny83Nz8 Dx1 Dy1 Dzmin1 Dzmax1
1 180 4p 2p Y Y 32332343 71 35 0.73 13.3
2 180 4p 2p Y N 32332365 71 35 0.32 8.76
3 180 4p 2p N Y 32332343 71 35 0.73 13.3
4 1017 52 p p Y Y 48364365 166 50 1.79 49.5
5 1017 52 p p Y N 48364365 166 50 1.79 49.5
6 1017 52 p p N N 48364365 166 50 1.79 49.5
7a 180 4p 2p Y Y 32332343 71 35 0.73 13.3
8b 1017 52 p p Y N 48364365 166 50 1.79 49.5
9b,c 590 2p p Y N 64364397 58 29 0.46 19.2
10b,c 590 2p p N N 64364397 58 29 0.46 19.2
aCase 7 is a realization of the same flow as case 1 at a different time.
bUses the e˜21e˜3 model version.
cRun with constant flowrate.which are retained after de-aliasing is given in the table as
‘‘effective’’ resolution.
The simulations have been carried out using Eqs. ~1! and
~2! in nondimensionalized form with ut as velocity scale and
d as length scale. The time scale is then d/ut . Quantities
scaled by wall variables are denoted by the superscript 1.
For the presentation of the results, the wall-normal coordi-
nate is also given in wall coordinates: z1[zut /n . The sta-
tistics have been computed using plane- and time-averaging.
The Ret5180 and Ret51017 cases were performed using a
constant mean pressure gradient to drive the flow. In this
case, because of the global momentum balance, the ~mean!
shear stress at the wall will always go to the nominal value as
determined by Ret when the flow reaches steady state. For
the present simulations ~cases 1–8!, the mean value was
within 1% to 2% of the nominal value, and the fluctuations
typically were less than 10% of the mean. For the Ret
5590 case, the constant flowrate version of the code wasec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toused. ~The flowrate was set to the value computed from the
mean velocity profile of the DNS.31! This method of driving
the flow is known to significantly reduce the time required to
reach steady state. In this case, the resulting value of the wall
shear stress depends on the variable pressure gradient which
is adjusted dynamically to maintain constant flowrate. Most
of the channel flow simulations were performed with the e˜3
model version, except where otherwise noted in Table I. For
the Ret51017 case, results for both the e˜3 and the e˜21e˜3
version ~case 8! were available. It was found that the results
of case 8 for the mean and rms quantities ~not shown! are
very close to the results obtained for alignment with e˜3 only.
The same run ~case 8! was used to collect additional statistics
for the turbulence-energy balances, which will be shown
here. All channel flow large-eddy simulations presented here
used the J→‘ version of the model, which is less compli-
cated and computationally less expensive than a version withFIG. 5. Channel flow at Ret5180 ~a! mean velocity and ~b! root-mean-square velocity fluctuations ~resolved plus subgrid!. —: LES, with de-aliasing ~case
1!; ---: LES, no de-aliasing ~case 2!; -  -: no model, with de-aliasing ~case 3!; symbols: data ~unfiltered! from DNS by Kim, Moin, and Moser ~Ref. 32! s:
U¯ 1; h: U rms
1 ; L: V rms
1 ; n: W rms
1
. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
1819Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 7, July 2000 A physical-space version of the stretched-vortex . . .FIG. 6. Channel flow at Ret5590, simulation with constant flowrate ~a! mean velocity and ~b! root-mean-square velocity fluctuations ~resolved plus subgrid!.
- - -: LES, no de-aliasing ~case 9!; -  -: no model, no de-aliasing ~case 10!; symbols: data ~unfiltered! from DNS by Moser, Kim, and Mansour ~Ref. 31!, s:
U¯ 1 ~only every fourth point shown, except close to the wall every second point!; h: U rms1 ; L: V rms1 ; n: W rms1 . Note that in ~a! the LES result is covered
by the symbols near the centerline.finite J. The results of the decaying isotropic turbulence test
indicate that the simpler J→‘ version performs sufficiently
well for this application. This may not necessarily be true for
all cases, especially when Reynolds-number effects become
significant.
When computing the rms velocity fluctuations, it is nec-
essary to distinguish between two different decompositions
which are used in this context: On one hand, a flow quantity
U can be subjected to the LES decomposition in resolved
scale contribution U˜ and subgrid-scale component u. On the
other hand, Reynolds averaging can be performed to decom-
pose U in a mean quantity U¯ and the fluctuating component
U8. The overbar denotes an ensemble average ~which will inDownloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject topraxis be computed using spatial and temporal averages!.
Combining these two decompositions we can write
U5UD 1U˜ 81u8, ~28!
and we assume UD 5U¯ and u85u .
Now consider the correlation tensor of the turbulent ve-
locity fluctuations Ui8U j85UiU j2U¯ iU¯ j . Using Eq. ~28!, we
obtain
Ui8U j85U˜ i8U˜ j81U˜ i8u j81U˜ j8ui81ui8u j8. ~29!
The first term is known, but the cross terms ~correlation of
resolved-scale, fluctuating velocities and subgrid-scale fluc-FIG. 7. Channel flow at Ret51017 ~a! mean velocity and ~b! root-mean-square velocity fluctuations ~resolved plus subgrid!. — : LES, with de-aliasing ~case
4!; - - -: LES, no de-aliasing ~case 5!; -  -: no model, no de-aliasing ~case 6!; symbols: data ~unfiltered! from experiments by Wei and Willmarth ~Ref. 33!
s: U¯ 1; h: U rms
1 ; n: W rms
1
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in the context of LES. Only the last term is modeled. The
best estimate for the rms quantities, which can be obtained
from large-eddy simulations, is therefore
Ui8U j8’U˜ i8U˜ j81t¯ i j . ~30!
We use this LES estimate for the rms velocity fluctuations
~which requires knowledge of the full t i j , not only the trace-
free component of the tensor! and compare it with the ~un-
filtered! results from DNS and experiment. Thereby we
avoid applying a filter defined only in the context of large-
eddy simulations to DNS and experimental results. For ex-
perimental data, it may often not be possible at all to com-
pute filtered rms velocities because the data necessary to
perform the filtering operation may not be available.
1. Mean and rms velocities for Ret˜180
Results for the Ret5180 flow are shown in Fig. 5. The
time averaging for these results was performed over a simu-
lation time of (tend2tstart)ut /d530. The mean velocity @Fig.
5~a!# of the de-aliased LES ~case 1! shows good agreement
with the DNS data by Kim, Moin, and Moser.32 Comparison
with case 3 ~no model! shows the significant contribution of
the LES model. The results from the LES without de-aliasing
~case 2! are little different from those with de-aliasing, al-
though there is some improvement noticeable in the buffer
region and near the center of the channel. The differences
between case 1 ~with de-aliasing! and case 2 ~without de-
aliasing! are slightly larger in the root-mean-square velocity
fluctuations @Fig. 5~b!, shown for the near-wall region#. In
particular, the streamwise fluctuations show some improve-
ment when the de-aliasing is used. But both LES estimates,
with and without de-aliasing, are somewhat too high for the
spanwise fluctuations V rms . As described above, these are
LES estimates for the total velocity fluctuations, which are
compared to the unfiltered results of DNS in Fig. 5~b!.
2. Mean and rms quantities for Ret˜590
The mean and rms velocity profiles for Ret5590 ~Fig.
6! also show good results for the LES ~case 9!. We recall that
for this Ret , constant flowrate was used in the simulation,
and for both, cases 9 ~LES! and 10 ~no model!, the same
flowrate was prescribed. Therefore the influence of the
model is less pronounced in the mean profile ~though still
clearly visible!. A good indication of the quality of the re-Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject tosults in this case is the actual Ret as determined by the wall
shear stress measured in the simulation results. We find
Ret5584 for the LES ~case 9!, giving 1% error compared to
DNS, and Ret5633 ~case 10! without the model. The time
averaging for case 9 was performed over (tend2tstart)ut /d
59.75, and for case 10 over (tend2tstart)ut /d58. For this
Ret , no de-aliased runs have been performed.
3. Mean and rms quantities for Ret˜1017
The mean and rms velocity profiles for Ret51017 are
shown in Fig. 7. The time averaging for these results was
performed over (tend2tstart)ut /d510. Again the mean ve-
locity profiles @Fig. 7~a!#, both with and without de-aliasing,
show good agreement with the reference data, in this case
experimental data by Wei and Willmarth.33,34 The compari-
son with case 6 ~no model, same grid resolution! shows the
large influence of the model at this Reynolds number. The
agreement of the LES estimates for the total rms velocities
with the experimental data is not as good as for the mean
velocities. In particular, the de-aliased result for the stream-
wise fluctuations overestimates the peak value and the error
is larger than for the case without de-aliasing. The de-aliased
result seems to show some improvement in predicting the
wall-normal coordinate of the peak. Note that there are no
experimental data for the spanwise fluctuations.
FIG. 8. Model ‘‘dissipation’’ ratio « sgs /(e˜ visc1«sgs),—: Ret51017; --:
Ret5590, ---: Ret5180.FIG. 9. Turbulence-energy equation ~a! terms of
resolved-scale balance ~see text! for Ret5180: --: pro-
duction; ---: dissipation; —: surface work; --: convec-
tive diffusion of turbulence kinetic energy; – –: convec-
tive diffusion of the internal energy ~pressure term!, 1:
sum of all terms. Also shown, DNS results ~unfiltered!
by Moser, Kim, and Mansour ~Ref. 31!, ,: production;
x: dissipation; h: work of the tractions; s : diffusion
of turbulence kinetic energy; L: diffusion of internal
energy. ~b! Ratio of production to dissipation ~absolute
value!, —: Ret51017; --: Ret5590, ---: Ret5180,
symbols: DNS ~Ref. 31!, h: Ret5180; x: Ret
5395; L: Ret5590. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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The behavior of the model, in particular in the region
very near to the walls, and its influence on the resolved
scales can be illustrated by plotting the ratio «sgs /(«sgs
1e˜ visc) as a function of the wall-normal coordinate ~Fig. 8!.
The quantity «sgs was defined in Eq. ~10!, it has the effect of
a model ‘‘dissipation’’ on the resolved scales. The resolved-
scale, viscous dissipation is denoted by e˜ visc[2nS˜ i jS˜ i j . For
the highest Reynolds number, the model contribution to the
correct energy removal from the resolved scales is very sig-
nificant, except for the region very close to the wall. For
z1→0, i.e., when approaching the wall, the model contribu-
tion rapidly decays to zero, due to the dynamic estimate of
the factor K 0e2/3 using local circular-averaged structure
functions. This vanishing model influence in the region very
near to the wall, in connection with a reduced grid-spacing at
least in the wall-normal direction, is typically required for
large-eddy simulations of wall-bounded shear flows.
5. Turbulence-energy balance
In LES simulations, only the balance of the resolved-
scale turbulence energy can be determined completely from
the resolved quantities. For the channel flow, the following
resolved-scale turbulence-energy equation is obtained after
averaging over the homogeneous directions and time averag-
ing:
d
dt S 12 U˜ j8U˜ j8D52 ]]x3 FU˜ 38S P
˜ 8
r
1
1
2 U
˜ j8U˜ j8D G
2U˜ 18U˜ 38
]U¯ 1
]x3
22nS˜ i j8 S˜ i j8 1S˜ i j8 t i j
12n
]
]x3
~U˜ i8S˜ i38 !2
]
]x3
~U˜ i8t i3!. ~31!
For steady state, the left-hand side vanishes. ~Note that d/dt
denotes the material derivative, but the convective terms
vanish for a steady channel flow.! Accordingly, the contribu-
tions on the right-hand side must be in balance. The first
term on the right-hand side is the convective diffusion of the
total turbulence energy, which consists of the internal energy
~pressure term! and the kinetic energy, the second is the pro-
duction term, the third is the viscous dissipation, the fourth
term is the subgrid ‘‘dissipation,’’ i.e., the energy transfer
from the resolved scales to the subgrid scales, the fifth term
is the surface work done by the viscous shear stresses of the
turbulent motions, and the last term is the surface work done
by the subgrid stresses. Those terms are shown for Ret
5180 ~case 7! in Fig. 9~a! ~the two dissipation terms are
lumped together, as are the two surface work terms!. In Fig.
9~b!, the ratio of the production term to the dissipation term
~absolute values! is plotted. Unfiltered results from the DNS
by Moser, Kim, and Mansour31 are also shown in the figures.
This allows to identify those terms in the resolved-scale en-
ergy balance where significant contributions are missing
compared to the energy balance for the full flowfield. Par-Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toticularly large differences are visible in the production term
and the convective-diffusion term of the kinetic energy.
For those two terms, additional contributions from inter-
actions with the subgrid scales can be estimated using the-
modeled SGS tensor:
Production’2U˜ 18U˜ 38
]U¯ 1
]x3
2t¯ 13
]U¯ 1
]x3
and
Convective diffusion of kinetic energy
’2
]
]x3
FU˜ 38S 12 U˜ j8U˜ j81 12 tkkD G .
These are not exact expressions for the full production and
kinetic-energy diffusion terms because their decomposition
in resolved and subgrid component has additional contribu-
tions, but those cannot be estimated with a model for the
SGS tensor. Including the known additional contributions,
the terms of the turbulence-energy balance are plotted again
in Fig. 10 for all three Reynolds numbers investigated here.
The production term with the subgrid contribution in the
Ret5180 case now matches the DNS result better. Signifi-
cant disagreement remains, however, for the diffusion of
turbulence-kinetic energy. The LES estimate, even though it
includes a subgrid contribution ~the convective diffusion of
the subgrid-kinetic energy by the resolved-scale velocity!,
looks qualitatively similar to the result for the resolved-
scales only, which was obtained by Moin and Kim.35
To assess the quality of the numerical results, the sum of
the terms which appear in the right-hand side of Eq. ~31! has
been computed ~i.e., without the additional subgrid contribu-
tions which are included in Fig. 10!. The value of the sum,
which should go to zero for a sufficiently large number of
statistical samples, is plotted with ‘‘1’’ symbols. In the low
and medium Reynolds number cases, this condition is satis-
fied to acceptable accuracy but in the high Reynolds number
case @Fig. 10~c!#, errors are visible very close to the wall.
These errors have to be attributed to the relatively poor near-
wall resolution at Ret51017.
In Fig. 11 the ratio of the production including the sub-
grid contribution to the absolute value of the dissipation is
shown. The LES estimates for Ret5180 and for Ret
51017 are too high in the near-wall region compared to the
DNS data. For Ret5590, this overestimate near the wall is
reduced significantly. For this case, a somewhat finer grid
~see the grid spacing in wall units in Table I! has been cho-
sen, and the improvements in these higher-order statistics
can likely be attributed to this higher resolution. For both
higher Reynolds number cases, it is interesting to note that in
the region where an inertial sublayer may be expected the
ratio of production to dissipation is approximately unity al-
though the curve does not have an exactly horizontal plateau,
and the values are slightly above unity. The DNS data for
intermediate Reynolds numbers seems to approach approxi-
mately the same value, however. But given the expected in-
accuracies in these medium and high Reynolds number LES,
it cannot be conclusively determined if there is a region in
turbulent channel flow where production and dissipation are
balanced. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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A physical-space version of the stretched-vortex
subgrid-stress model has been proposed and tested. The
FIG. 10. Turbulence-energy balance including known additional subgrid
terms ~see text!, ~a! Ret5180 ~case 7!, ~b! Ret5590 ~case 9!, ~c! Ret
51017 ~case 8!. --: production with subgrid contribution; ---: dissipation;
—: surface work; --: convective diffusion of turbulence kinetic energy
with subgrid contribution; – –: convective diffusion of the internal energy
~pressure term!, 1: sum of the resolved-scale terms, i.e. right-hand side of
Eq. ~31!. Symbols ~DNS! as in Fig. 9~a!: ~a! Ret5180, ~b! Ret5590.Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject tostretched-vortex model is based on kinematic results for ho-
mogeneous anisotropic turbulence, which can be derived
based on certain assumptions about the vorticity structure of
subgrid scales. The physical-space version is intended to al-
low the implementation of the model in a localized manner
while maintaining the desirable features of the stretched-
vortex model, namely that no a priori parameters need to be
adjusted for different flow geometries and a direct estimate
of the subgrid-kinetic energy is provided. In the physical-
space version, the model is not restricted to geometries with
homogeneous flow directions. We would therefore expect
that it should be applicable to more complicated flow geom-
etries than those considered presently. For complex geom-
etries, the plane in which the circular average is performed
should be chosen to be locally parallel to the wall. Using
body-fitted coordinates, this can be expected to be relatively
straightforward. Further away from the walls, the orientation
of the circular-averaging plane should not have a strong in-
fluence on the model behavior. But actual tests will need to
be carried out in order to confirm the applicability of the
model in more general problems.
The model has been tested by comparison with DNS and
experimental results for two different test cases, decaying
box turbulence and turbulent channel flow. Mean flow pro-
files for channel flow at low and moderately high Reynolds
numbers were predicted very well, and the agreement for rms
velocity fluctuations was satisfactory. This may indicate that
the model versions used here, which do not include backscat-
ter, nevertheless worked well, at least as measured by com-
monly used quantities to describe such flows in the labora-
tory. The model appears to fulfill the principal purpose of an
SGS model, namely to remove ~on average! approximately
the right amount of energy from the resolved scales.
Comparisons of higher-order statistics ~turbulence-
energy budget! with DNS data showed some larger differ-
ences which may be indicative of the limitations of the
model and also of the limits of large-eddy simulations of
FIG. 11. Ratio of production ~including known additional subgrid contribu-
tion! to dissipation ~absolute value!, —: Ret51017 ~case 8!; --: Ret
5590 ~case 9!, ---: Ret5180 ~case 7!, symbols: DNS ~Ref. 31!, h: Ret
5180; x: Ret5395; L: Ret5590. AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
1823Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 7, July 2000 A physical-space version of the stretched-vortex . . .wall-bounded flows at high Reynolds numbers. To keep the
computational costs to a reasonable amount, as is desired in
large-eddy simulations, only relatively few grid points can be
placed in the region very close to the wall.
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APPENDIX A: STRUCTURE-FUNCTION RELATION
USING A SPHERICAL AVERAGE
We use the structure-function relation for LES, Eq. ~18!,
but instead of averaging on a circle, we take the average over
all possible directions of the separation vector r with fixed
length r from a given location x. As before, the coordinate
system is chosen such that the three-axis is always aligned
with r, i.e., it will rotate with r over all possible directions as
the average is taken. The angle u in Eq. ~18! is the polar
angle of the vector ev describing the orientation of the vortex
structure, cf. Eq. ~7!. Equation ~18! does not depend on the
azimuthal angle, therefore the spherical average, denoted by
superscript s , reduces to
F˜ 2
s ~x!52E
u50
p E
k50
kc
E~k !@12J0~rk sin u!#sin u dk du .
~A1!
Here, the integral over u can be performed analytically, see,
for example, Ref. 36, and we obtain
F˜ 2
s ~x!52E
0
kc
E~k !F22pJ2 1/2S kr2 D J1/2S kr2 D Gdk .
Using the properties of Bessel functions,36 that J1/2(z)
5A2/(pz)sin z and J21/2(z)5A2/(pz)cos z, this can be
transformed into
F˜ 2
s ~x!54E
0
kc
E~k !F12 sin krkr Gdk . ~A2!
As required for consistency, taking a spherical average over
the structure-function relation for the anisotropic stretched-
vortex model recovers the functional form of the structure-
function relation for isotropic turbulence, cf. Batchelor.24
APPENDIX B: ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION FOR
THE INTEGRAL IN THE STRUCTURE-FUNCTION
EQUATION
An analytical approximation for the integral in the de-
nominator of Eq. ~20! is derived so that the evaluation of this
equation for K 0e2/3 can be simplified in actual simulations.
The integral to be discussed isDownloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toQ~d ,s![E
f50
2p E
s50
p
s25/3
3@12J0~sdA12s cos2 f!#ds df , ~B1!
which is a function of d[r/D and s[sin2 c. We first con-
sider d small. Then the whole argument of the Bessel func-
tion is small, and we use the power series expansion of J0
truncated to second order. Substituting this in the integral
and performing the integration we obtain for small s:
Q~d ,s!’ 3p
7/3
16 ~22s!d
2
, for d!1. ~B2!
For large d, we substitute v[sd . Then we have for Q:
Q5d2/3E
f50
2p E
v50
pd
v25/3
3@12J0~vA12s cos2f!#dv df . ~B3!
But for large d we can, to a good approximation, set the
upper limit of the v-integration to infinity. Introducing the
change of variable w[vA12s cos2 f we obtain
Q’d2/3E
f50
2p
~12s cos2 f!1/3 df
3E
w50
‘
w25/3@12J0~w !#dw . ~B4!
The integration over w can now be carried out analytically to
give
C1[E
w50
‘
w25/3@12J0~w !# dw5
p
22/3A3G2~ 43!
. ~B5!
The integrand in the f integral can be expanded in a power
series for s around s50, and then the integral can be per-
formed to obtain
G~s![E
f50
2p
~12s cos2 f!1/3df
’2p2
p
3 s2
p
12 s
22
25p
648 s
32
175p
7776 s
41O~s5!.
~B6!
For large d we, therefore, have the approximation:
Q~d ,s!’C1G~s!d2/3 for d@1. ~B7!
For the implementation, we use a composite formula
which blends the two asymptotic results for small and large
d. This approximate expression for the integral, Eq. ~B1!, in
the structure-function relation is defined as follows:
Qapprox~d ,s![
~3p7/3/16! ~22s!C1G~s!d2
C1G~s!1 ~3p7/3/16! ~22s!d4/3
. ~B8!
This expression is asymptotic to Eq. ~B2! for d!1 and to
Eq. ~B7! for d@1. Comparisons of this approximate relation
with results from the numerical integration of the exact ex-
pression, Eq. ~B1!, are shown in Tables II and III. The error AIP license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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important near-wall region one typically has d@1 because of
smaller grid spacing in the wall-normal direction in this re-
gion ~i.e., D,r , cf. Sec. III C!. If the use of more precise
values of the integral was desired, a two-dimensional table-
lookup of precomputed values from the numerical integra-
tion of Q could be used instead.
APPENDIX C: APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE
LOCAL BALANCE EQUATION FOR THE DISSIPATION
The balance equation ~24! may be written in the form
F~X !512~P123 P4!X423P4
X14/3
J2/3
50, X,J ,
~C1!
where P45P2 P3 . Here we briefly discuss the properties of
~C1! when the parameters P1 , and P4 are given. Note that
P1>0 but P4 can be of either sign. Solutions of ~C1! are
used only when X,J . Otherwise the stress tensor is set to
zero because K50. When P4>0, Eq. ~C1! has only one real
positive solution. This satisfies X>J when P1<J24 and X
,J when P1.J24. When P4,0, Eq. ~C1! has either two
real positive solutions which we denote by XA and XB , re-
spectively, or no real solutions. The solution of physical in-
terest, XA is that on the branch which is a continuation of the
solution XA5P1
21/4 for P450. The second real solution XB
is a bifurcation from infinity. There are no real solutions
inside a region R defined by
0,P1,23uP4u1
7
~2J2/3!6/7
uP4u6/7, P4,0, ~C2!
In P12P4 space the boundary of R passes through the ori-
gin and the point @P1 ,P4#5@0,2(7/3)7/(2 J2/3)6# , and has
TABLE II. Comparison of the approximate relation Qapprox , Eq. ~B8!, with
numerical integration results Q ref for the integral in the structure-function
relation, s5 12.
d Q ref Qapprox uQ ref2Qapproxu/uQ refu
1.0 3.37 2.71 0.196
2.0 8.62 7.19 0.165
5.0 19.38 19.26 0.006
10.0 33.34 34.54 0.036
20.0 55.49 57.78 0.041
50.0 105.92 109.17 0.031
TABLE III. Comparison of the approximate relation Qapprox , Eq. ~B8!, with
numerical integration results Q ref for the integral in the structure-function
relation, s51.
d Q ref Qapprox uQ ref2Qapproxu/uQ refu
1.0 2.27 1.94 0.146
2.0 6.01 5.42 0.097
5.0 14.45 15.46 0.071
10.0 25.45 28.47 0.119
20.0 42.93 48.25 0.124
50.0 82.76 91.75 0.109Downloaded 16 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject toa turning point at @P1 ,P4#5@J24,22 J24# . When
@P1 ,P4# falls inside R the stress tensor is set to zero ~con-
ditional clipping!. For J51 used presently for some decay-
ing turbulence runs, this requires P1,1, and a range of P4
satisfying ~C2!. From ~25! P1 is the order of the square of a
cell Reynolds number. When P1,1 the SGS stresses are
dominated by the resolved viscous stresses and clipping in a
small fraction of cases has little effect on the overall calcu-
lation. Extensive experience with application of the model
for 323 box turbulence shows that the incidence of clipping
events maximizes at about 2% when Rl’27 ~marginal reso-
lution! and are O(1025) at Rl5O(100).
When J→‘ with n finite—used for all present channel
calculations—~C1! can be solved analytically. For P1
23P4.0, the first two terms of ~C1! are in balance, giving
X5(P123P4)21/4. Then e and K0 can be calculated be-
cause K 0e2/3 is known. The subgrid-kinetic energy K follows
from ~21! and does not require X. When P123P4,0, the
second and third terms are in balance, giving, for large J,
X’JS 3P42P13P4 D
3/2
. ~C3!
When J→‘ then X→‘ and the local resolved dissipation
and the backscatter are in exact balance. A short calculation
then shows that
K5
2nS˜ i jS˜ i j
S˜ i j~d i j2ei
ve j
v!
~C4!
and t i j can be evaluated. The line P123P450 is a discon-
tinuity in X but it is straightforward to show that t i j remains
continuous.
When J is finite, the above expressions for X can be used
as the zeroth order basis for either linear or quadratic expan-
sions giving approximate analytical solutions to ~C1!. These
can be used directly or as initial approximations for numeri-
cal solution of ~C1! by Newton’s method. This is straightfor-
ward.
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